Abstract. Visual communication design education habits and traditional professional self-positioning, in the new technical environment and practice platform environment, faced with the challenge of adaptability, while the new concept of education and professional ideas put forward, so that visual communication design itself challenges in the professional knowledge system. Visual communication design education perspective should be maintained in the traditional visual expression as the main design expression at the same time, give full consideration to the design of art disciplines of knowledge cross characteristics, the design object from the visual art of perception education, widening for the realization of the purpose of the design : through the visual expression and transmission design to achieve effective energy dissemination, in the professional education to educate students to convey the consciousness of information design awareness, so that students realize that the effective transmission of information is the visual design of the pursuit of the goal.
there will be a serious impact. Such as book design, guided system design and other categories, in the face of such complex information, we must find a way to organize information, so that information more orderly display to the audience, which requires an order, this order is Human cognitive logic. In the design of the use of logical cognitive law, you need to have a certain logical thinking ability, rather than just stay in the layout, illustrations, style and other aspects of exploration and design, the object should be designed ontology, object ontology information display order analysis.
Conclusion
The purpose of cultivating students' information design consciousness is to strengthen the goal-oriented and goal decision process of visual communication design. Visual communication design, transmission of information is the goal of visual communication, art design is to achieve the methods and ways to determine the effectiveness of information transmission to choose what kind of design methods, a direct impact on the effectiveness of information transmission, in the professional curriculum, the object ontology as a body of information, from the overall start, thinking about how to design information in order to more efficient use of information. Design art has its rational side, the art of art design, focusing on the basis of human cognitive logic on the basis of the organization of visual information and display of art and design ability, to gather the aesthetic experience of the audience experience and logical reasoning recognition of the dual Function realization.
